
Brand Trust in the News: September 2 - 9 

Tesla Just Made a Huge Announcement That May 
Completely Change the Auto Industry. Here's Why It's 
Brilliant 
 
September 3, 2019 – A few months ago, Tesla CEO Elon Musk teased a plan to offer customers car 
insurance provided directly by Tesla, as opposed to a third-party insurance company. It's a plan Tesla has 
been working on for years. 
 
Last week, Tesla announced that this plan was now reality. 
 
"Starting today, we're launching Tesla Insurance, a competitively priced insurance offering designed to 
provide Tesla owners with up to 20 percent lower rates, and in some cases as much as 30 percent," 
Tesla announced on its website last week. According to the statement, Tesla Insurance offers 
comprehensive coverage and claims management to customers in California, with planned expansion to 
additional U.S. states in the future. Read more in Inc.  
 

Consumer Trust Relies Heavily on Reviews and Brand 
Honesty 
 
September 4, 2019 – n yet another sign that online reviews can make or break the path to purchase, 
June 2019 research from Trustpilot found that consumers would lose trust in a brand not only if they 
saw negative reviews—but also if the brand went one step further and deleted them. 
 
For a majority (95.0%) of the digital shoppers surveyed worldwide, that type of behavior played a big 
role in their distrust of a company, as did not having any reviews at all (cited by 81.0%). 
 
When asked what factors would lead to an increase in brand trust, three of the top 10 factors centered 
around reviews. Nearly all respondents said positive customer reviews increased their trust in a brand, 
while 80.1% said they trusted companies that have a lot of customers reviews. Interestingly, if a 
company responded to negative customer comments, that would drive up trust for 79.9% of those 
surveyed. Read more in e- marketer.  

Canadian airlines hit with $45K in fines in first crackdown 
under passenger bill of rights 
September 5, 2019 – Just over two months after the Canadian government tightened air traveller 
protections, four major airlines were fined for not complying with the rules. 

WestJet, Air Canada, Porter Airlines and Air Transat were all hit with penalties on Aug. 27. 

https://www.inc.com/justin-bariso/tesla-just-made-a-huge-announcement-that-may-completely-change-auto-industry-heres-why-its-brilliant.html
https://www.emarketer.com/content/consumer-trust-relies-heavily-on-reviews-and-brand-honesty


It’s the first round of fines from the Canadian Transportation Agency (CTA) since phase-one of the 
federal Air Passenger Protection Regulations came into effect on July 15.  

The new regulations were set out to help Canadian travellers who run into a myriad of problems with 
their airlines, including flight bumping, tarmac delays and damaged luggage. 

It also made airlines obligated to communicate more clearly with passengers. 

In each of the violations, the carriers failed to properly display newly-mandated notices to passengers. 

WestJet was fined a total of $17,500 for seven violations of this rule, while Air Canada was hit with a 
$12,500 fine for five violations. Read more in Global News.  

Building and Maintaining Digital Trust and Brand Loyalty: 
A Three-Step Process 
September 6, 2019 – Businesses that successfully achieve digital transformation don’t just complete it 
overnight. Transformation has many key components and best practices, and it’s a continuous process. 
When it is achieved though, these digital enterprises have the opportunity to prosper, build customer 
trust and maintain brand loyalty. As we engage with customers through more digital channels, 
maintaining their trust, in particular, becomes a highly paramount component to keeping your business 
afloat and prosperous. In recent years, customer trust specifically through digital channels has fallen 
low. Looking at the long list of breaches, cyber hacks and misuses of customer data within large 
corporations (Facebook, British Airways and Marriott come to mind) it’s not hard to understand the 
hesitant attitudes of customers. 

Parallel to these issues, companies are relying more and more on digital channels to connect with their 
customers and drive B2B commerce. After all, buying online and talking to chatbots (e.g., Amazon Alexa, 
Apple Siri and Google Assistant) are societal norms. With this in mind, it’s critical for enterprises to take 
a step back and look at the way they are building customer trust – from tapping into the right customer 
data in a way that doesn’t cross privacy laws, to prioritizing transparency and individualized support 
tailored to each customer. Read more in AIthority.  

The dangers of 'woke-washing' 
September 9, 2019 – Consumers are often sceptical about brands that tap into societal issues, with a 
recent survey showing more than half think this is merely a marketing ploy rather than evidence of any 
genuine conviction. 

It’s a problem that Unilever chief executive Alan Jope has described as “woke-washing” and which, he 
warned this summer, is not only “polluting purpose” but “threatens to further destroy trust in our 
industry, when it’s already in short supply”. 

Research by Edelman (a survey of 16,000 respondents in eight markets, including China, India and Japan 
in Asia Pacific) found that 81% of consumers consider brand trust when making purchase decisions, but 
only 34% trust the brands they buy from. 

https://globalnews.ca/news/5860262/canadian-airlines-fined-passenger-rights/?utm_expid=.kz0UD5JkQOCo6yMqxGqECg.0&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F
https://aithority.com/guest-authors/building-and-maintaining-digital-trust-and-brand-loyalty-a-three-step-process/


Additionally, a 53% majority of consumers think brands “trust-wash”, meaning they aren’t as committed 
to society as they claim, Michelle Hutton, Edelman’s managing director/global client strategy, told the 
recent Advertising Week APAC conference in Sydney. Read more in WARC.  

 

https://www.warc.com/newsandopinion/news/the_dangers_of_wokewashing/42604
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